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Abstract

The widely observed positive bias on self-evaluation is mainly explained by the self-

enhancement motivation which minimizes negative feedbacks and emphasizes positive

ones. Recent agent based simulations suggest that a positive bias also emerges if the sen-

sitivity to feedbacks decreases when the self-evaluation increases. This paper proposes a

simple mathematical model in which these different biases are integrated. Moreover, it

describes an experiment (N = 1509) confirming that the sensitivity to feedbacks tends to

decrease when self-evaluation increases and that a directly related positive bias is

detected.

Introduction

People overrate themselves. On average, people say that they are “above average” in skill, over-
estimate the likelihood that they will engage in desirable behaviors and achieve favorable out-
comes, furnish overly optimistic estimates of when they will complete future projects, and reach
judgements with too much confidence.

This quotation from [1] is part of a review of numerous evidences of a positive bias in self-

evaluation. This review reports in particular evidence of overoptimism or overconfidence in

judgement and predictions, for instance about the duration of a romantic relationship [2] or

the ability to complete a task [3] or about forecasting events in general [4–7].

A general explanation of this positive bias is the self-enhancement motive, which is the

drive to convince ourselves, and any significant others in the vicinity, that we are intrinsically

meritorious persons: worthwhile, attractive, competent, lovable, and moral [8].

Self-enhancement manifests itself in a variety of processes [8]. For instance, when people

describe events in which they were involved, they tend to attribute positive outcomes to them-

selves, but negative outcomes to others or to circumstances, thus making it possible to claim

credit for successes and to disclaim responsibility for failures [9, 10]. People also tend to

remember their strengths better than their weaknesses [11, 12]. Where a threat to ego cannot

be easily ignored, people will spend time and energy trying to refute it. A familiar example is

the student who unthinkingly accepts a success to an examination but mindfully searches for

reasons to reject a failure [13]. Note that, in order to achieve self-deception, these processes

should be at least partially unconscious. Moreover, it seems that they activate various neural

patterns, depending on the type of threat to the ego [14].
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If self-enhancement seems to be a generally dominant motive, in some contexts the motives

of self-assessment, self-confirmation or self-improving may prevail [15, 16]. Moreover, in

some contexts, people tend to evaluate themselves consistently worse than the average others

[17]. In this respect, the experiment reported in [18] is an important example for this paper

because our own experiment shares several features of its design. Surprisingly, the results of

[18] show that the participants self-derogate instead of self-enhancing. Indeed, they give more

influence to negative feedbacks than to positive ones, hence they show a negative bias. This

experiment repeats sequences where the participants perform a task, then receive a feedback

about their performance at the task and try to improve their performance at the next sequence.

The feedback is actually defined by the experimenters and completely disconnected from the

performance of the participants. The authors argue that because the participants are learning a

task and try to improve their performance, negative feedbacks are more informative and thus

are given more weight, which induces a negative bias.

In this paper, we consider a simple model of self-enhancement or self-derogation, leading

to a positive or a negative bias in self-evaluation [18, 19]. The model represents an agent

holding a self-evaluation and changing this self-evaluation when receiving feedback. The

feedback is said positive when it is higher than the agent’s self-evaluation and negative in the

opposite case. The agent increases its self-evaluation when receiving a positive feedback and

decreases it when receiving a negative feedback. Then, self-enhancement is the tendency of

the agent to react more strongly to positive than to negative feedbacks. In this case, the agent

increases its self-evaluation more strongly when receiving positive feedbacks than it

decreases its self-evaluation when receiving negative feedbacks. By contrast, the agent shows

self-derogation when it reacts more strongly to negative than to positive feedbacks. Self-

enhancement causes a positive bias, namely a self-evaluation higher than the average of

received feedbacks, while the self-derogation causes a negative bias, namely a self-evaluation

lower than the average of received feedbacks. This model clarifies the distinction between the

processes, self-enhancement or self-derogation, and their effect, a positive or a negative bias

in self-evaluation.

More importantly in our work, an additional positive bias, generated by a completely differ-

ent process, appears in this model. This bias is the main subject of this paper and, as far as we

know, it is absent from the social-psychology literature. This additional bias appears when the

sensitivity of the self-evaluation to the feedbacks (whether positive or negative) decreases when

the self-evaluation increases, independently from self-enhancement, self-derogation or per-

fectly symmetric reactions to positive and negative feedbacks. Its cause is purely statistical and

it has nothing to do with any motivation related to self. We call it bias from decreasing sensitiv-

ity to feedbacks or in short, bias from sensitivity.

We firstly observed this bias on a more complex agent based model [20]. Indeed, in this

model, the agents have perfectly symmetric reactions to positive and negative feedbacks (no

self-enhancement and no self-derogation), therefore the bias from sensitivity appears alone

which makes it more easily observable. In other conditions, there is no means to disentangle it

from the effect of self-enhancement or of self-derogation, without applying a specifically

designed mathematical treatment. Moreover, understanding the process generating this bias

required serious efforts [21] and it seems extremely unlikely that anyone would conceive this

process without having detected the bias. It is therefore unsurprising that we did not find any

paper about this bias in the social-psychology literature.

In this paper, our primary objective is precisely to detect this bias from sensitivity to feed-

backs in humans after its observation in computer agents. More precisely, we aim at bringing

experimental evidence supporting two main hypotheses:
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1. People show an average decreasing sensitivity to feedbacks, when their self-evaluation

increases;

2. This induces a specific positive bias in self-evaluation that is added to self-enhancement or

self-derogation bias.

We report the results of an experiment (N = 1509) designed with this aim. The participants

in this experiment perform a task once and then evaluate their performance at the task several

times in reaction to evaluations (feedbacks) given by the experimenters. From data coupling

self-evaluation and change of self-evaluation in reaction to a feedback, we compute a linear

regression approximating the average sensitivity to feedbacks as a function of self-evaluation

in different sets of participants. The slope of this linear regression is significantly negative espe-

cially when computed from the participants who believed that the feedbacks were real, show-

ing that the sensitivity to feedbacks is decreasing. Moreover, we measure a significant average

positive bias from this decreasing sensitivity to feedbacks, additional to the self-enhancement

(or self-derogation) bias, especially in the set of participants who believed that the feedbacks

were real. These results provide evidence supporting our hypotheses.

Our secondary objective is to observe how both sensitivity and self-enhancement biases are

moderated by variables such as evaluation scale, gender and self-esteem. Of course, we did not

find any publication about the effect of these variables on the sensitivity bias, since, as far as we

know, the very existence of this bias has not been envisaged up to now. Hence this part of the

paper can be seen as exploratory.

Surprisingly, we did not find any previous theoretical or experimental work about the effect

of the evaluation scale on self-enhancement and our results about this effect can also be seen as

exploratory. By contrast, there is a very abundant literature about the effects of gender and

self-esteem on self-enhancement. Obviously, it is out of the scope of this paper to provide an

exhaustive review of this literature and we limit our analysis to selected references that appear

particularly relevant in the context of our experiment.

From this analysis, that we report in more details in the discussion, we conclude that:

• The literature points to an increase of self-enhancement with self-esteem. The main rationale

behind this effect is that people with high self-esteem tend to be more motivated to protect

or increase their self-esteem [22, 23] or high self-esteem tends to increase the self-deceptive

mechanisms of self-enhancement [24].

• In the case of our experiment, the literature predicts that men will self-enhance more than

women. Indeed, first, in our experiment, the task is related to a rather masculine subject and

men tend to self-enhance more than women with respect to such subjects [25, 26]. Second,

the evaluation is based on individual performance, closely related to the agency domain, in

which men tend to self-enhance more than women [27, 28]. Finally the performance is not

publicly disclosed, hence the self-enhancement is rather self-deceptive and men are more

easily subject to this self-deception than women who engage more easily in impression man-

agement [29].

With respect to our secondary objective, our main finding is that the average sensitivity

bias remains relatively stable when scale, gender and self-esteem vary (in the group of partici-

pants who believed in the feedbacks). This stability of the sensitivity bias is remarkable because

the closely related self-enhancement bias varies very significantly, primarily with the scale.

Indeed, when the scale decreases with the evaluation, we find a significant self-enhance-

ment bias as expected, but when the scale increases with the evaluation, we systematically find

a significant self-derogation bias, like in the experiment of [18] (who used an increasing scale).
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This effect, which, as far as we know, has not been reported in the literature, questions the

explanation of the self-derogation by the motive to learn proposed in [18].

Moreover, in line with our analysis of the literature, the group of participants with high

self-esteem and men tend to show a higher self-enhancement or a weaker self-derogation.

The next section presents our hypotheses in more details, the experimental setting and the

method used for treating the results. The following section reports the results of the experi-

ment. The final section proposes a discussion about them.

Materials and methods

Model and hypotheses

This section presents the model of an agent modifying its self-evaluation when receiving feed-

backs. This is a simplified version of the agent model described in [20, 21]. It shows how a pos-

itive bias emerges from different series of feedbacks, if the sensitivity to feedback decreases

when the self-evaluation increases. Then it extends the approach to a model that includes self-

enhancement or self-derogation.

General definition of the positive bias from decreasing sensitivity. Consider an agent

with self-evaluation at at time t when receiving feedback ft (i.e. an evaluation coming from an

outside source). The main hypotheses from [20] are:

• the change of self-evaluation due to this feedback is proportional to the difference between

the feedback and the self-evaluation;

• Moreover, the coefficient of proportionality decreases with at.

These hypotheses are thus expressed by Eq 1:

atþ1 � at ¼ hðatÞðft � atÞ; ð1Þ

where h(at) is a positive and decreasing function (after averaging possible random fluctua-

tions) that we call “sensitivity to feedbacks”. In the following, we assume that the sensitivity h
is derivable, thus its derivative h0 is negative: h0(at)<0 for all at.

According to this model, for the same difference between feedbacks and self-evaluations

(whether positive or negative), agents with a high self-evaluation are less influenced than

agents with a low self-evaluation.

This model is a particular case of the model of interactions between two agents in [20, 21,

30]. Indeed, for any pair agent 1 and agent 2 in the population, the latter model assumes that

the more agent 1 feels superior to agent 2, the lower the influence of agent 2 on agent 1 and the

more agent 1 feels inferior to agent 2, the higher the influence of agent 2 on agent 1. Mathe-

matically, the influence of agent 2 on agent 1 is a decreasing function h(a11 − a12), where a11 is

agent 1’s self-opinion and a12 is the opinion of agent 1 about agent 2. Eq 1 is the same model

when assuming that the opinion a12 of agent 1 about agent 2 is constant.

In our experiment, agent 1 is the participant and agent 2 is the source of the feedback,

which is described in more details later. We assume that the participants have no reason to

change their opinion about the source of feedback over time. Hence in this perspective, postu-

lating Eq 1 can be seen as neglecting the variations of the opinion of the participant about this

source.

However, Eq 1 can also address cases where the feedback does not come directly from

another agent but is a general evaluation from the environment, like a failure or a success. In

this case, a possible justification is that agents with a high self-evaluation tend to be more con-

fident and this makes them less prone to change their mind. The general hypothesis is that
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people having a high self-evaluation are less easily influenced than people having a low self-

evaluation.

The fact that the sensitivity to feedbacks h is decreasing induces a general positive bias that

we define mathematically now. Assume that the feedback is a random distribution of average

a1, which is also the initial self-evaluation. The first feedback is f1 = a1 + θ1, θ1 being randomly

drawn from the distribution of average 0. The self evaluation after receiving this feedback is:

a2 ¼ a1 þ hða1Þy1: ð2Þ

Then, after the second feedback f2 = a2 + θ2, θ2 being randomly drawn from the distribution

around a1, the self-evaluation a3 after receiving this feedback is:

a3 ¼ a2 þ hða2Þða1 þ y2 � a2Þ ð3Þ

Assuming that θ1 is small, the sensitivity h(a2) at a2 can be approximated at the first order

as:

hða2Þ ¼ hða1Þ þ h0ða1Þhða1Þy1: ð4Þ

Replacing a2 by its value and h(a2) by this approximation yields:

a3 ¼ a1 þ hða1Þy1 þ ðhða1Þ þ h0ða1Þhða1Þy1Þðy2 � hða1Þy1Þ; ð5Þ

¼ a1 þ hða1Þy1 þ hða1Þðy2 � hða1Þy1Þ þ h0ða1Þhða1ÞÞðy2y1 � hða1Þy
2

1
Þ: ð6Þ

Because we assume the averages of θ1 and of θ2 are 0, the average a3 of a3 over all possible

draws of θ1 and θ2 is:

a3 ¼ a1 � h0ða1Þh2ða1Þy
2

2
: ð7Þ

As we assume h0(a1)< 0, we always have:

� h0ða1Þh2ða1Þy
2

2
> 0: ð8Þ

This value defines the positive bias. The second evaluation a3 is on average higher than the

average feedback a1 because of this bias.

This result extends to longer series of feedbacks [21]. The positive bias increases with the

length of the series to an asymptotic value, which remains of the second order (in y
2
).

Our main aim is to check experimentally the existence of this bias. If we directly derive the

experiment from the previous formulas, we face a hard problem: we need a huge number of

random draws of feedbacks in order to get their average close to 0 and get a chance to detect

the bias. To overcome this difficulty, we consider particular series of feedbacks in which the

bias appears without averaging over many trials.

Positive bias from decreasing sensitivity with alternating positive and negative feed-

backs. Let ft − at be the intensity of feedback ft. We say that a feedback is positive when its

intensity is positive and negative otherwise. We show now that the previous model generates a

positive bias when receiving a series of feedbacks of opposite intensities. We consider the sim-

ple example of an agent receiving two consecutive feedbacks of opposite intensities ±δ.

Assume that the agent starts with self-evaluation a1 and receives first the positive feedback

f1 = a1 + δ. Applying Eq 1, the self-evaluation of the agent becomes a2:

a2 ¼ a1 þ hða1Þd: ð9Þ
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Then the agent receives the negative feedback f2 = a2 − δ and its self-evaluation a3 becomes:

a3 ¼ a2 � hða2Þd: ð10Þ

The difference of self-evaluation between before and after receiving the couple of feedbacks

is:

a3 � a1 ¼ a1 þ hða1Þd � hða2Þd � a1 ¼ ðhða1Þ � hða2ÞÞd: ð11Þ

As we assume that at any time t, h(at)> 0, we have a1 < a2 and, as h is decreasing, we have:

h(a1) − h(a2)> 0, hence a3 − a1 > 0.

If we invert the order of the feedbacks (f1 = a1 − δ and f2 = a2 + δ), we have:

a3 � a1 ¼ ðhða2Þ � hða1ÞÞd: ð12Þ

Now a2 < a1, therefore again, because h is decreasing a3 − a1 > 0.

Therefore, after receiving two feedbacks of opposite intensities, the self-evaluation tends to

increase.

Developing h(a2) at the first order like previously, we can approximate the value of the bias:

hða2Þ � hða1Þ þ h0ða1Þhða1Þd; if f1 ¼ a1 þ d; ð13Þ

hða2Þ � hða1Þ � h0ða1Þhða1Þd; if f1 ¼ a1 � d: ð14Þ

Therefore, for both sequences of feedbacks we get:

Sða1Þ ¼ a3 � a1 � � h0ða1Þhða1Þd
2
: ð15Þ

This positive bias is thus expected to be of the second order of the intensity of the feedback,

hence rather small. With a series of feedbacks of opposite intensities, the positive bias appears

directly, without requiring to average on a large number of trials. In an experiment, the partici-

pants processing such a series of feedbacks of opposite intensities are expected to provide a

noisy value of function h(a) for each self-evaluation a in the series. We expect to approximate

the average value of h(a) and the related bias when computing them from data collected on a

reasonable number of participants. Up to now, we have assumed that the agent self-evaluates

without self-enhancement, because in Eq 1, the sensitivity to the positive feedback at + δ and

to the negative feedback at − δ are the same: h(at). We now extend the model to the case where

these functions are different.

Positive bias from decreasing sensitivity with self-enhancement or self-derogation. In

the framework of this model, self-enhancement or self-derogation take place when the sensi-

tivity hp(at) to positive and hn(at) to negative feedbacks are different:

atþ1 � at ¼ hpðatÞd; if ft ¼ at þ d; ð16Þ

atþ1 � at ¼ � hnðatÞd; if ft ¼ at � d: ð17Þ

In the following, for sake of simplicity, we use self-enhancement in a general sense which

includes self-derogation, considered as a negative self-enhancement. When induced by feed-

backs of intensity ±δ, the bias of self-enhancement E(a) at a given self-evaluation a can be

expressed as the difference between the reaction to the positive feedback fp = a + δ and the
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reaction to the negative feedback fn = a − δ:

EðaÞ ¼ ðhpðaÞ � hnðaÞÞd: ð18Þ

Now, assume that the agent’s self-evaluation is a1 and that the agent receives a positive and

then a negative feedback. Repeating the previous calculations, we get:

a2 ¼ a1 þ hpða1Þd; ð19Þ

a3 ¼ a2 � hnða2Þd: ð20Þ

The total bias B(a1) from these successive feedbacks is:

Bða1Þ ¼ a3 � a1 ð21Þ

¼ ðhpða1Þ � hnða1ÞÞd � h0nða1Þhpða1Þd
2
: ð22Þ

We recognise the self-enhancement bias (Eq 18) in the first term and the bias from decreasing

sensitivity (Eq 15) in the second term. For this sequence of feedbacks, the bias from decreasing

sensitivity is thus:

Sða1Þ ¼ � h0nða1Þhpða1Þd
2
: ð23Þ

This value is positive when h0nða1Þ is negative and we have:

Bða1Þ ¼ Eða1Þ þ Sða1Þ: ð24Þ

Moreover, if we have a series of 2 positive and 2 negative feedbacks in a random order (as it

will be the case in the experiment), the average bias from decreasing sensitivity is:

SðaÞ ¼
1

4
� h0nðaÞhpðaÞ � h0pðaÞhnðaÞ � h0pðaÞhpðaÞ � h0nðaÞhnðaÞ
� �

d
2
; ð25Þ

SðaÞ ¼ � h0mðaÞhmðaÞd
2
; ð26Þ

where hm is the average of hp and hn: hmðaÞ ¼ 1

2
ðhpðaÞ þ hnðaÞÞ. In the following experiments,

we approximate functions hn and hp with linear regressions from data collected on several par-

ticipants. Then we evaluate the biases from self-enhancement and decreasing sensitivity using

the above formulas.

Experiment

The experiment design has been approved by the committee of ethics from Clermont

Auvergne Université (reference number IRB00011540–2020-39). The participants live in

France and were recruited online by a specialised company which verifies that they are not

bots by checking an ID number. The participants are explicitly requested to give their consent

by ticking a specific button that enables them to start the questionnaire.

The participants receive a series of 4 feedbacks, two positive, two negative, of same intensity

in absolute value, starting from different self-evaluations. From these data, we compute linear

approximations of the sensitivities to positive and negative feedbacks (functions hp and hn in

the model) and then the different biases. We can thus reach our primary objective, which is to

check the existence of a bias from decreasing sensitivity combined with the bias from enhance-

ment, and our secondary objective, which is to observe how the biases are modulated by other

variables (scale, gender, self-esteem).
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Overview of the experiment. The experiment is schematically presented on Fig 1. The

type of task and the evaluation by comparison with the performances of a large group, using a

scale between 0 and 100, are similar to the ones used in [18]. The participants answer to an

online questionnaire which includes the following steps:

• The participants are requested to assess the size of the coloured surface in the 3 different 2D

images (see an example of image on the top left of Fig 1).

• The participants are told that the experimenters can compute exactly their error of surface

assessment on these three images and can do the same for a large number of other people

who already performed the task. Moreover, the participants are told that the experimenters

gathered at random 6 different groups (G0 to G5) of errors from 100 people and that the

error of the participant will be compared to these groups. This comparison provides an eval-

uation, between 1 and 100, of the participant with respect to the group. We tested two evalu-

ation scales: rank and score which are described further.

• We assume that, initially, the participants have no idea of their self-evaluation at the task.

Therefore, the participants are given the initial evaluation f0 of their error with respect to G0,

Fig 1. Schema of the experiment. The participant assesses the part of surface in green in images like the one on the top left of the figure. Then, the

participants express their expectation of rank or score with respect to random sets of people who (allegedly) already performed the task. The feedbacks are

allegedly these ranks or scores. They are actually automatically defined by the system.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0296383.g001
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the errors of the first group of randomly chosen 100 persons. We call f0 the anchor because it

is the initial reference evaluation for the participant. This anchor is actually defined by the

experimenters in a way that is described further.

• Given this anchor as first evaluation, we assume that the participants have a precise informa-

tion about their performance at the task, enabling them to self-evaluate. With this purpose,

the participants are asked to express their expected evaluation in the second group of 100

people’s errors (G1). We interpret this expected evaluation a1 as the first self-evaluation of

the participant.

• The feedback f1 is presented as the evaluation of the participant in group G1. It is actually

defined automatically as:

f1 ¼ a1 � d� �; ð27Þ

where δ = 13 and � = 1. The choice of δ is constrained. It should not be too small because this

would make the bias difficult to detect and not too high, because then it would make the var-

iations difficult to believe by the participants. The addition of the small variation ±� aims at

avoiding to produce too regular series of feedbacks that could undermine the confidence of

the participant in the reality of the feedback. We assume that the participants judge this feed-

back in comparison with their self-evaluation, like in the model.

• The participants are asked their expected evaluation a2 in group G2. They are requested to

express this self-evaluation between their previous expectation a1 and the feedback f1 that

they just received. Doing this, we impose that the sensitivity to the feedback is between 0 and

1 for each observation. The literature (e.g. [31, 32]) and several pilot experiments that we

made (not-reported here) suggest that this assumption holds in a large majority of cases.

Indeed, participants often put their self-evaluation outside the interval when they do not

understand well the requests or do not pay attention. Therefore, the constraint on the self-

evaluation is primarily a means to limit the noise in the results. Moreover, the participants

are free to choose any value within the bounds. The possible variation of this choice when

the self-evaluation varies is thus constrained only in its limits, not in its direction. The main

subject of our investigation is precisely the direction of this variation, which we expect to be

decreasing. This direction of variation is not constrained by the experimental setting.

• The same process is repeated again three times, with feedbacks f2, f3 and f4 that are presented

as the evaluation of the participant in groups G2, G3 and G4, and requesting the participant’s

expected evaluations a3, a4 and a5 in groups G3, G4 and G5 (interpreted as successive self-

evaluations). Actually, each time, the feedbacks are computed as:

ft ¼ at � d� �; ð28Þ

where at is the expected evaluation of the participant in group Gt given the last feedback ft−1

which is (allegedly) their evaluation in group Gt−1.

• Finally, the participants are asked if they believed that the feedbacks were really the evalua-

tion of their error with respect of the errors from real groups of 100 persons or if they

believed that these feedbacks were manipulated by the experimenters. The participants are

requested to rate their belief between 0 (the feedbacks are fake) to 10 (the feedbacks are real).

In the following, we call this answer “trust in feedback” or sometimes simply “trust” of the

participant.
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The sequence of positive and negative feedbacks is chosen at random in the six possible

sequences that contain two positive and two negative feedbacks (see Table 1). However, in

some cases, when the self-evaluation at is close to the limit 1 or 100, the chosen feedback

would leave the [1, 100] interval. In these cases, the feedback is truncated in order to remain in

[1, 100]. This might lead to some sequences where the positive and negative feedbacks are not

balanced. We removed these sequences from the treated results.

Finally, the experiment also includes a questionnaire evaluating the self-esteem of the par-

ticipants using Rosenberg’s scale [33].

Experimental design. The experimental design includes the following conditions:

• Low anchor (randomly chosen in [15, 40]) vs high anchor (randomly chosen in [60, 85]).

• Six possible series of feedbacks (shown on Table 1);

• Evaluation by rank vs evaluation by score:

• The rank is the number of persons (within the considered group of 100 persons) who per-

form better than the participant, plus one. 1 is the best rank, 101 is the worst:

• The score is the number of persons in the group who perform worse than the participant.

100 is the best score, 0 is the worst. This is the scale used in [18].

In total there are 24 different conditions: 2 (anchor) x 6 (feedback sequences) x 2 (scale). All

the conditions have the same probability, except the high anchor, which has a higher probabil-

ity than the low anchor (2

3
vs 1

3
). Indeed, a pilot experiment suggested that sensitivity to feed-

backs decreases only when the anchor is high. Therefore it appeared important to collect more

data in these conditions.

In [18] the evaluation is made by score only. However, it is important in our experiment to

check that a possible decreasing sensitivity is also detected when using an evaluation by rank.

Choice of a very specific task. The choice of the very specific task of assessing a surface

within 2D images requires justification. Indeed, our main assumption is that people tend to be

less sensitive to the feedbacks when their self-evaluation is high because then they tend to be

more self-confident and less prone to be influenced by others. If this assumption holds, at a

first glance, the experiment is more likely to succeed if the feedbacks and self-evaluations are

about a general ability than about a very specific task. Indeed, a high self-evaluation at a very

specific task seems less likely to affect general self-confidence.

However, we can also assume that a high self-evaluation at a very specific task has an influ-

ence on the self-confidence related to this task only. This specific increase of self-confidence

would decrease the sensitivity to feedbacks about this task only. Here, we assume that the self-

confidence depends, at least partly, on the context. This seems a reasonable assumption: most

people tend to be self-confident in their field of expertise and more insecure in unknown

situations.

Table 1. The six series of the 4 feedbacks f1, f2, f3 and f4 (two positive, two negative).

f1 f2 f3 f4
+ + - -

+ - + -

+ - - +

- + + -

- + - +

- - + +

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0296383.t001
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Moreover, this assumption shows strong practical advantages. Firstly, testing it avoids seri-

ous ethical and practical difficulties in manipulating the self-evaluation about general abilities.

Secondly, if the task is very specific and unknown to the participants, they initially have no

idea about their evaluation at this task and they can easily believe any feedback given during

the experiment.

For these reasons, we finally considered that designing the experiment about a very specific

task is preferable. This task is assessing the size of a coloured surface in 3 different 2D images.

An example of image is shown on Fig 1 which schematises the experiment.

Result treatment

We report how we determined our sample size, all data exclusions, all manipulations, and all

measures in the study. The R code of all treatments and the data are available at https://github.

com/guillaumeDeffuant/sensitivityBias.

The experiment yields a set of triples including self-evaluation at t, feedback at t, self-evalua-

tion at t + 1, denoted by ðai
t; f

i
t ; a

i
tþ1
Þ, the exponent i designating the participant and t 2 {1, 2, 3,

4} the index of the successive feedbacks and self-evaluations for this participant(t is called time

step in the following). In the experiment, f it � ai
t ¼ �d� �. As � is small, in the following text,

to simplify the notation, we define d
i
t ¼ d� �, hence f it � ai

t ¼ �d
i
t. We removed participants

whose series of self-evaluations got too close to 0 or to 100 because we could not then apply the

planned feedbacks. In the S10 and S11 Tables also show results when removing the partici-

pants who filled the questionnaire in less than 3 minutes. Indeed, 3 minutes seems a very mini-

mal time for carefully answering the questions. However, this filter on the participants does

not change the main results.

Importantly, in order to simplify the presentation of the results, we only use the increasing

scale of evaluation (score). Hence the first treatment is to transform any rank r whether alleg-

edly computed by performance comparison in a group (for feedbacks) or expected by the par-

ticipant (for self-evaluations) into 100 − r.
Linear approximations of the sensitivity to feedback functions. Our first aim is to check

the hypothesis that sensitivities h(at) to all feedbacks, hp(at) to positive feedbacks and hn(at) to

negative feedbacks are decreasing.

The ideal approach would be to derive from the data of each participant i, approximations

of the sensitivities hi(at) to all feedbacks, hi
pðatÞ to positive feedbacks and hi

nðatÞ to negative

feedbacks of this participant. However, there are only four triples ðai
t; f

i
t ; a

i
tþ1
Þ available for

each participant and this is not enough to get a reliable approximation.

Instead of computing the sensitivities of a single participant, we derive approximations of

the sensitivities from samples of triples ðai
t; f

i
t ; a

i
tþ1
Þmixing several participants and several

time steps. The larger size of the sample provides higher chances to get significant results. We

assume that, in this case, we obtain an approximation of the average sensitivities to feedbacks

of the participants in the set.

Hence, considering a sample A of triples ðai
t; f

i
t ; a

i
tþ1
Þmixing participants and time steps, we

compute the linear regressions taking self-evaluation change j
aitþ1
� ait
dit
j as outcome variable and

self-evaluation ai
t as predictor variable and this provides linear approximations of the sensitivi-

ties h, hp and hn defined in Eqs 1, 19 and 20. More precisely, from a given sample of triples

ðai
t; f

i
t ; a

i
tþ1
Þ we derive the following linear models:
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• For all feedbacks f it ¼ ai
t � d

i
t, the linear model:

jai
tþ1
� ai

tj

d
i
t

� c
ai
t

100
þ b � hðai

tÞ; ð29Þ

approximates the sensitivity to feedbacks h;

• For positive feedbacks f it ¼ ai
t þ d

i
t , the linear model:

jai
tþ1
� ai

tj

d
i
t

� cp
ai
t

100
þ bp � hpða

i
tÞ; ð30Þ

approximates the sensitivity to positive feedbacks hp;

• For negative feedbacks f it ¼ ai
t � d

i
t, the linear model:

jai
tþ1
� ai

tj

d
i
t

� cn
ai
t

100
þ bn � hnða

i
tÞ; ð31Þ

approximates the sensitivity to negative feedbacks hn.

In the following, these linear models are respectively called the sensitivity to feedbacks, the

sensitivity to positive feedbacks and the sensitivity to negative feedbacks in sample A. The sign

of slopes c, cp and cn indicates if these functions are increasing or decreasing.

These linear regressions are computed in various subsets of the whole set of triples, mixing

more or less participants and time steps.

When the sets include 3 or 4 time steps, we also computed linear mixed effect models, using

the R package lme4 [34] for the approximation of the sensitivity to feedbacks (positive and

negative together), because the 3 or 4 self-evaluations of a single participant are not indepen-

dent [35]. In the other cases, sets including less than 3 time steps, or including only positive or

only negative feedbacks, the linear mixed effect model is not applicable and we use only stan-

dard linear regressions (see more details in the S1 Appendix).

Total bias B in a sample. The measure of the total bias B(A) is performed on a sample A
such that the triples ðai

t; f
i
t ; a

i
tþ1
Þ, for the four time steps t 2 {1, 2, 3, 4} are included in A, for

each of participant i. Formally, the total bias B(A) is:

BðAÞ ¼
1

pA

X

i

ai
5
� ai

1

1

2

X

t2f1;...;4g
d
i
t

; ð32Þ

where pA is the number of participants in sample A.

Indeed, B(A) is the average difference between the last self-evaluation (a5) of the series of

two positive and two negative feedbacks and the first one (a1), as a proportion of the average

feedback intensity in the series of four triples. Hence, we divide ai
5
� ai

1
by twice the average of

feedback intensity d
i
t for t = 1, %, 4. Moreover, B(A) is the sum of the self-enhancement bias

and the bias from decreasing sensitivity as shown by Eq 24.

Average self-enhancement bias E in a sample. The evaluation of the self-enhancement

bias in a sample of triples A is based on the sensitivity to positive and to negative feedbacks in

this set. It is the average of the self-enhancement for ai
t as defined by Eq 18, i.e. the difference

between the reaction to a positive and to a negative feedback at ai
t . Let (cp, bp) and (cn, bn) be

the slope and intercept of respectively the approximate sensitivity to positive and negative

feedbacks, as defined by Eqs 30 and 31. Applying Eq 18 with these approximate functions and
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averaging on sample A yields:

EðAÞ ¼
1

nA

X

i;t
ðcp � cnÞ

ai
t

100
þ bp � bn; ð33Þ

where nA is the number of triples in sample A.

The self-enhancement bias E can be seen as the average change of self-evaluation after a

sequence of two opposite feedbacks, without taking into account the variation of sensitivity to

the feedback. This change is a proportion of the feedback intensity (here since

d
i
t ¼ jft � atj ¼ d� �, it is roughly a proportion of δ).

The self-enhancement bias is negative when the participants are, on average, more sensitive

to the negative than to the positive feedbacks.

Theoretical bias from sensitivity of feedbacks S0. This measure is the theoretical average

change of self-evaluation due to the decreasing sensitivity to feedbacks. Following formula 26,

this measure is:

S0ðAÞ ¼
1

nA

X

i;t
� cm cm

ai
t

100
þ bm

� �

d
i
t; ð34Þ

where cm ¼
cpþcn

2
and bm ¼

bpþbn
2

. Note that we divided Eq 26 by d
i
t , so that this measure is

expressed as a percentage of d
i
t like self-enhancement and total biases. The difference between

total and self-enhancement biases is the bias from sensitivity and it should be close to the theo-

retical value:

SðAÞ ¼ BðAÞ � EðAÞ � S0ðAÞ: ð35Þ

Fig 2 illustrates the computation of the biases from self-enhancement and sensitivity. Note

that both the self-enhancement bias and the theoretical bias from sensitivity can be computed

Fig 2. Illustration of the computation of biases from self-enhancement and from sensitivity. The self-evaluation at/100 = 0.7 is shown by the dotted line.

In both panels, the red and blue lines are the linear approximation of the sensitivity to respectively the positive and negative feedbacks. On the left panel, the

self-enhancement for at is the ordinate of the projection of point (at/100, 0) on the red line (red point) minus the ordinate of the projection of point (at/100,

0) on the blue line (blue point). On the right panel, the bias from sensitivity is −cm(cm(at/100) + bm)δ, where cmx + bm = 0 is the equation of the medium line

between the red and blue lines.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0296383.g002
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as soon as the sensitivity to positive and to negative feedbacks are available. In particular, they

can be computed on sets including incomplete series of triples for each participants (i.e.

including less than the four time steps).

Bootstrap. Bootstrap is used to evaluate the variability of a quantity Q that is derived from

a sample A [36]. Its principle is to generate a large number of random samples (with replace-

ment) Ak of A, each of them providing an evaluation of Qk of the quantity. Statistics on the val-

ues Qk, for instance quantiles or standard deviation, provide an evaluation of the variability of

Q because of the sample. We use bootstrap in order to evaluate the variability of the different

measures (enhancement bias, sensitivity bias, theoretical sensitivity bias).

Moreover, when the considered sample A includes the triples ðai
t; f

i
t ; a

i
tþ1
Þ, for the four time

steps t 2 {1, 2, 3, 4}, for each of participant i in set A, then bootstrap helps to evaluate the

robustness of the difference between the sensitivity bias (measured as the difference between

the total bias and the enhancement bias) and the theoretical sensitivity bias (measured as the

average of the sensitivity bias on the sample). If we constitute the samples Ak as usual by ran-

domly choosing triples ðai
t; f

i
t ; a

i
tþ1
Þ, in general, we do not keep the sequences of the four time

steps t 2 {1, 2, 3, 4} complete, thus there is no guarantee to be able to compute the total bias

ai
5
� ai

1
. Therefore, in this case, instead of deriving the sample Ak by drawing triples

ðai
t; f

i
t ; a

i
tþ1
Þ in A at random, we draw the participants at random (with replacement) and for

each drawn participant i, we add the triples ðai
t; f

i
t ; a

i
tþ1
Þ, for the four time steps t 2 {1, 2, 3, 4}

into the new sample Ak.

In the following we compute means and standard deviation on 200 bootstrap samples. We

checked on several sets that, with this number of samples, the mean and standard deviation

are at most around 20% different from the values obtained with 1000 samples. We considered

that this level of precision is sufficient.

The bootstrap allows us to compute effect size when comparing the results of a measure on

two sets A1 and A2. The effect size is indeed defined as:

s ¼
jm1 � m2j

s1

; ð36Þ

where m1 and m2 are the bootstrap averages of the considered measure computed respectively

on A1 and A2, and σ1 is the bootstrap standard deviation of the measure for set A1. An effect

size of 0.2 is small, of 0.5 medium, of 0.8 large and of 1.3 very large [37].

Power analysis. The power analysis concerns the linear regressions that approximate the

sensitivity to feedbacks in different data sets. Using the G*Power software for linear regres-

sions, with one tail, seeking a small effect (0.1 recommended by the software) and a power (1 −
α) of 0.95, we get a recommended sample size of 1073.

We need to perform linear regressions for both positive and negative feedbacks and at least

when considering each scale independently. This leads to a recommended sample size of

4*1073 = 4302.

We decided to collect a sample from 1500 participants, generating, with 4 triples each, a

sample of size 4*1500 = 6000. The surplus of around 30% accounts for the unavoidable unreli-

able data (participants not believing in the feedbacks or with self-evaluations that make the

feedbacks leave the interval [1, 100]).

Results

The experiment involves 1509 participants (803 females, 706 males, age between 17 and 79).

We removed 141 participants because their series of self-evaluations got too close to 0 or 100

and we could not apply the planned feedback. In total, after these exclusions the data set
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includes 5472 triples ðai
t; f

i
t ; a

i
tþ1
Þ for 1368 participants (729 women and 639 men, mean age:

36.8 years). The data of the experiment and all the results are available at https://github.com/

guillaumeDeffuant/sensitivityBias.

Checking main hypotheses

The sensitivity to feedback decreases when self-evaluation increases. Our first hypothe-

sis is that the sensitivity to feedbacks decreases when self-evaluation increases. This sensitivity

is evaluated by the linear regression taking change of self-evaluation as outcome variable and

self-evaluation as predictor variable (Eq 29), that we recall here for convenience:

jai
tþ1
� ai

tj

d
i
t

� c
ai
t

100
þ b: ð37Þ

We also evaluate the slope c using a linear mixed effect model [34, 35], which takes the non-

independence of the self-evaluations from the same participants into account (see S1 Appendix

for details).

Table 2 shows the value of the slope of the sensitivity c derived from different data sets mix-

ing several time steps ((1 : k) = {1, ‥, k}) and participants of different values of trust in the feed-

back (on the first line of the table all the possible values of trust are considered). For the three

first time steps or all the four time steps (t 2 (1 : 3) or t 2 (1 : 4)), the table shows the slope com-

puted with the linear mixed effect model (c (lmer)). Note that the method does not provide a

p-value associated with the slope. The table also shows the size N of each data set.

In all cases, the value of the slope c is significantly negative, with an increasing amplitude

when trust in the feedback increases. The slopes computed with the linear mixed effect model

are very close to the slopes obtained by standard linear regression (only slightly less negative).

Therefore, the non-independence of the self-evaluations for each participant has a weak effect.

Overall these results confirm our main hypothesis that sensitivity to feedback decreases

when self-evaluation increases. The confirmation is particularly clear in sets of participants

reporting a high trust, but the hypothesis is also valid in those reporting a low trust. Fig 3 rep-

resents two examples of sensitivity to feedbacks computed on sets of participants with high

trust.

Table 2. Slope of sensitivity to feedback on several time steps. The slope is computed for different intervals of trust. N is the number of triples ðai
t ; f it ; ai

tþ1
Þ in the consid-

ered data set. c is the slope computed with a standard linear regression and c(lmer) designates the slope computed with a linear mixed effect model (p-value not provided).

Slope of sensitivity to feedback on several time steps

Trust t 2 (1 : 2) t 2 (1 : 3) t 2 (1 : 4)

N c N c c(lmer) N c c(lmer)

[0, 10] 2736 −0.08** 4104 −0.09*** −0.08 5472 −0.07*** −0.06

[0, 6] 1656 −0.07* 2484 −0.07* −0.07 3312 −0.04 . −0.04

[7, 10] 1080 −0.12** 1620 −0.13*** −0.12 2160 −0.11*** −0.1

[8, 10] 834 −0.16*** 1251 −0.15*** −0.14 1668 −0.13*** −0.12

[9, 10] 562 −0.18** 843 −0.18*** −0.17 1124 −0.16*** −0.14

*** : p< 0.001,

** : p< 0.01,

* : p< 0.05,

. : p< 0.1

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0296383.t002
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The values of c are slightly less negative for t 2 (1 : 4), especially when participants report a

low trust. This suggests to compute the sensitivity to feedbacks on data from each time step as

shown by Table 3. This table suggests that the behaviour of the participants is stable on average

on the three first time steps and changes significantly at t = 4. Indeed, the slope of the sensitiv-

ity c is significantly negative (p-value at least <0.1) except at the last time step (t = 4) and for

participants reporting low trust (T� 6) and t> 1. The slope c is less significant than in Table 2

which could be expected as the data sets are smaller.

A possible explanation for the change of behaviour at t = 4 is a loss of attention after repeat-

ing the same process of evaluations many times.

The interested reader can find complementary results about slopes cp of the sensitivity to

positive and cn of the sensitivity to negative feedbacks in the (S1 Table).

The decreasing sensitivity to feedback generates a measurable positive bias. Our sec-

ond hypothesis is that the decreasing sensitivity to feedback generates a measurable positive

bias in self-evaluation. As presented in the section devoted to the result treatments, on a data

set A mixing the four time steps (t 2 (1 : 4)), we have two ways of measuring this bias:

• The difference between the total bias (a5 − a1) and the self-enhancement bias, denoted by S
(A) (Eq 35). This measurement is relevant only for data sets that include the four time steps;

Fig 3. Examples of regressions and measures of the different biases. The values of the self-evaluation change axis are
jaitþ1

� ait j

dit
and those of the self-

evaluation axis are ai
t=100. The black line is the regression computed on the whole set (of slope c), the red line for positive feedbacks (of slope cp) and the

blue line for negative feedbacks (of slope cn). The red points represent the couples (self-evaluation, self-evaluation change) for positive feedbacks, the blue

points represent those couples for negative feedbacks. The orange surface represents positive self-enhancement while the light blue surface represents

negative self-enhancement (self-derogation). E is the average self-enhancement bias and S0 is the estimation of the average bias from sensitivity to

feedbacks, both expressed as a percentage of δ.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0296383.g003
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• The average of the sensitivity bias measured from the sensitivities to positive and negative

feedbacks, denoted by S0 (A) (Eq 34). The sensitivities to positive or negative feedbacks can

be computed only with standard linear regressions because the sets include at most two time

steps for which the feedback is of the same sign, which makes the linear mixed effect model

non-applicable.

Fig 4 shows the average and standard deviation of these measures, computed on 200 boot-

strap samples, for t 2 (1 : 4) and for the different values of trust considered in the previous

tables. The values of these biases are percentages of the feedback intensity δ, hence a value

around 1% should therefore be interpreted as an average increase of the self-evaluation of 1%

of δ at each time step.

These results suggest that a bias from sensitivity is detected with both measurements in all

cases except for participants reporting low trust (interval [0, 6]). Indeed, except for this set of

low trust, the standard deviation on the bootstrap is around one third of the mean. Therefore,

the bias is not likely to be 0. In the set of participants reporting trust in the interval [0, 6], the

standard deviation is close to the mean, therefore the value is not significant. Note that both S
and S0 increase when trust increases.

Moreover, the small difference between S and S0 indicates that S0 is a reliable approximation

of S on sets where S cannot be computed (because the data include values from only a part of

the four time steps). This allows us to measure the bias from sensitivity to feedbacks on data

for time steps in (1 : 2) and (1 : 3). This is important because we noticed previously that the

data for t = 4 are probably of lower quality, thus the measures on sets excluding the last time

step are likely to be more accurate.

Fig 5 shows the values of the measure S0 of the bias from sensitivity for time steps (1 : 2) and

(1 : 3). We observe that in this case, even for participants reporting low trust, a significant bias

is detected as the standard deviation is lower than half the mean. Moreover, as expected from

the values of the slope c of the sensitivity to the feedbacks, the values of the bias are higher than

for t 2 (1 : 4). This can be explained again by the change of behaviour at t = 4.

Fig 3 illustrates the results obtained on sets of participants reporting a level of trust higher

than 7 or higher than 9 and for t 2 (1 : 3). In both cases, the self-enhancement is negative

(light-blue surface) when the self-evaluation is low and positive (orange surface) when the self-

evaluation is high.

If the data at t = 4 are considered as unreliable, Fig 5 provides the relevant measurements of

the bias from sensitivity to feedbacks. In this case, the results show again that a bias from

Table 3. Slope c(t) of sensitivity to feedback at each time step. The slope is computed on data from participants reporting different trust values (first column). N is

the number of triples ðai
t; f it ; ai

tþ1
Þ in the considered data sets (it does not vary with t).

Slope c(t) of sensitivity to feedback at each time step

Trust N c(1) c(2) c(3) c(4)

[0, 10] 1368 −0.09* −0.07 . −0.09* −0.01

[0, 6] 828 −0.08 . −0.06 −0.06 0.02

[7, 10] 540 −0.13* −0.12* −0.13* −0.07

[8, 10] 417 −0.14* −0.18** −0.13 . −0.1

[9, 10] 281 −0.2* −0.16 . −0.19* −0.09

** : p< 0.01,

* : p< 0.05,

. : p< 0.1

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0296383.t003
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sensitivity is detected for all the tested levels of trust (even in the trust interval [0, 6]), and its

value increases with trust. This confirms our second hypothesis.

Variations of biases with scale, gender and self-esteem

We focus on the participants reporting a high level of trust (T 2 [7, 10]), as the data from these

participants are the most meaningful. The results for low trust (T 2 [0, 6]) are available in the

Supplementary materials. Figs 6 and 7 show the mean and standard deviation of sensitivity

and self-enhancement biases computed over 200 bootstrap samples from sets differentiating

scales (rank or score) gender and self-esteem (SE in the graph). The values are shown for t 2 (1

: 3) which we consider as the most relevant cases. The results for t 2 (1 : 2) and for t 2 (1 : 4)

show broadly the same features (they are available in Supplementary Materials). Moreover, the

variations of the sensitivity bias with the anchor, which seem to us more peripheral, are avail-

able in the S2 and S3 Tables.

Fig 6 shows that the bias from sensitivity varies around 1% of the feedback intensity. Except

for the set of participants of low self-esteem which shows a sensitivity bias close to 0, the bias

for other sets varies between 0.73% (male with evaluation by rank) to 1.34% of the feedback

(male with evaluation by score). For participants of high self esteem and women, the difference

between evaluation by rank and by score is weak (effect size 0.12 and 0.07 respectively). The

Fig 4. Comparison of measures S and S0 of the bias from sensitivity to feedbacks for t 2 (1 : 4). Both measures are computed on data from participants

reporting trust in an interval. The value and the error bars are the average and standard deviation computed on 200 bootstrap samples.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0296383.g004
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relative stability of the sensitivity bias is remarkable as the closely associated self-enhancement

bias shows much stronger variations, as shown on Fig 7:

• The self-enhancement bias changes dramatically with the scale: it is significantly positive

when participants self-evaluate by rank and significantly negative when they self-evaluate by

score in all considered sets (effect size 7.86 between rank and score).

• The self-enhancement bias is higher for men and for participants with high self-esteem than

for women and for participants with low self-esteem. The difference is very significant when

participants self-evaluate by score (effect size 2.84 between men and women and 3.91

between participants with high self-esteem and women). In the whole data set, the average

self-esteem of men (3.08) is only slightly higher than the average self-esteem of women

(2.98) and this difference of self-esteem seems insufficient to explain the strong difference of

self-enhancement bias between men and women.

Fig 5. Measure S0 of the bias from sensitivity to feedbacks for t 2 (1 : 2) and t 2 (1 : 3). The values and the error bars are the mean and standard deviation

computed on 200 bootstrap samples.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0296383.g005
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Discussion

We first discuss the results on the variations of self-enhancement and self-derogation and then

the results about the decreasing sensitivity to feedbacks and its associated bias.

Comments on the variations of self-enhancement bias

This paper focusing on the bias from decreasing sensitivity, we limit ourselves to preliminary

comments and remarks about self-enhancement bias.

Effect of scale. The very significant self-derogation observed when participants self-evalu-

ate by score deserves a specific discussion. This result is in line with the significant negative

bias observed in the experiment reported in [18], which shows strong similarities with ours.

However, in [18] this negative bias is explained by the motive of participants to improve their

results at the task, which incites them to draw more attention to more informative negative

feedbacks. This explanation seems irrelevant in the context of our experiment because the par-

ticipants cannot improve their performance at the task, which is achieved at the beginning of

the questionnaire and cannot change afterwards. Arguing that the participants are learning to

self-evaluate could be a way to introduce the learning context. However, we should then

observe self-derogation when the evaluation is made by rank as well, but it is not the case at all,

as we measure a significantly positive self-enhancement bias in all sets of participants self-eval-

uating by rank. These results suggest an effect of the scale.

We can only formulate a preliminary hypothesis that an evaluation using a growing scale

could be perceived as a possessed quantity, as much as the evaluation of an ability. Then, a

Fig 6. Sensitivity bias E for different values of scale, gender and self-esteem (low SE: Self-esteem�3, high SE: Self-esteem>3), for trust in [7, 10] and

t 2 (1 : 3). The bars and the error bars are respectively the mean and standard deviation computed on 200 bootstrap samples.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0296383.g006
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negative feedback would be perceived as the loss of some possessions as well as a set back in

status. The higher reaction to negative feedbacks could then be related to a general loss aver-

sion [38] or higher sensitivity to negative events [39]. By contrast, the evaluation by rank

seems to be more exclusively related to a perceived status, triggering self-enhancement, as

expected from the literature.

A possibly related effect of the scale could be found in the experiment reported in [40], sug-

gesting that student performance is significantly improved when using a grading system based

on student ranking rather than on performance standards. Our results suggest that the grading

systems generate significantly different self-enhancement or self-derogation biases, which

could influence the performance of the students. In particular, strong levels of self-derogation

which, extrapolating from our results, could be expected with the grades based on performance

standards, could discourage students. Of course, this does not exclude the influence of other

factors mentioned in [40].

Effect of self-esteem. Self-enhancement and self-esteem are deeply related as the self-

enhancement motive is to preserve or increase self-esteem. Yet, the literature shows contradic-

tory views about the influence of self-esteem on self-enhancement [41]. The self-enhancement

theory for instance assumes that individuals with a low self-esteem have a stronger motivation

for self-enhancement [42]. Other theories suggest that, on the contrary, individuals with a high

self-esteem are more motivated to protect their positive self-view [22, 23] or to confirm it [18].

The experiments reported in [24] corroborate the latter theories, as they suggest that the status

Fig 7. Enhancement bias E for different values of scale, gender and self-esteem (low SE: Self-esteem�3, high SE: Self-esteem>3), for trust in [7, 10]

and t 2 (1 : 3). The bars and the error bars are respectively the mean and standard deviation computed on 200 bootstrap samples.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0296383.g007
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of expert may provide enough overconfidence to claim impossible knowledge. The experiment

reported in [18] corroborates them as well, as participants with a lower self-esteem tend to

show a more significant negative bias. Similarly, in our results, sets of participants with a lower

self-esteem tend to show a greater self-derogation (for the evaluation by score) and a lower

self-enhancement (for the evaluation by rank).

Moreover, this tendency is also confirmed when considering how the self-enhancement

varies when self-evaluation increases within a set, instead of comparing the average measures

from different sets. Indeed, within most considered sets, self-enhancement increases when

self-evaluation increases, because the slope of the sensitivity to negative feedbacks is more neg-

ative than the slope of the sensitivity to positive feedbacks in most of the sets (S1 Table).

Effect of gender. Previous research established gender differences in self-enhancement.

First, men tend to engage more, comparatively to women, in self-deceptive enhancement and

women more in impression management [29]. Our experiment does not involve much

impression management, as the participants are told that they interact, via the computer, with

a program that computes their rank or score in several predefined groups. This can explain the

lower self-enhancement of women measured in our experiment.

Also, the gender difference may depend on the context. In general, men reveal significantly

higher self-enhancement with respect to masculine subjects than women do, whereas the self-

enhancement of men and women in relation to feminine subjects are similar [25, 26]. More

generally, men tend to show a higher self-enhancement than women in a context where quali-

ties related to agency (competence, independence, openness) are important [27] as opposed to

qualities related to communion (warmth, interdependence, agreeableness) [28].

Arguably, the task of surface assessment in our experiment can be perceived as close to

mathematics, a masculine subject, and the self-evaluation concerns an individual competence.

This can explain that men show a higher self-enhancement in our results when they self-evalu-

ate by rank. This explanation seems more dubious for the lower self-derogation of men when

participants self-evaluate by score. Indeed, if our hypothesis that the score is also perceived as a

possessed quantity which decreases in case of negative feedbacks, the gender difference in self-

derogation should probably be rather related to gender differences with respect to loss aversion

or to perception of negative events.

Discussion about the bias from decreasing sensitivity to feedback

The results support our first main hypothesis that the sensitivity to feedbacks decreases with

the self-evaluation. Indeed, we measure a significant decrease of sensitivity to feedbacks in the

set of all the participants and in sets of participants of different trust in the feedbacks. The

decrease is more significant in sets of participants reporting high trust and when excluding the

last time step.

The results also support our second main hypothesis because we detect a significant positive

bias from this decrease of sensitivity, which is added to the usual self-enhancement bias. As

expected, this bias is more significant in sets of participants reporting high trust, because the

sensitivity to feedbacks decreases more significantly in these sets. The bias is around 1% of the

feedback intensity in these sets and appears rather stable when scale, self-esteem or gender

vary. We now discuss the general significance of the newly detected bias in relation to the

motivations for self-enhancement and self-assessment. In [16], self-enhancement and self-

assessment are defined as follows:

• “self-enhancement is the motivation of people to elevate the positivity of their self-concep-

tions and to protect their self-concepts from negative information,
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• self-assessment is the motivation of people to obtain a consensually accurate evaluation of

the self.”

Moreover, [16] stresses that the positive bias on self-evaluation induced by self-enhance-

ment is often considered useful because it can provide the will or general self-efficacy necessary

to initiate novel action. As expressed by [43]: “Even if one is sick and anxious and poor, there

should be reason to get up in the morning. . .Hence self-cognitions do not always have to be

veridical in order to be functional”.

However, excessive self-overestimation can expose to severe negative consequences as

shown in various domains such as health, education and the workplace [1]. Moreover, it can

lead to excessive narcissism [28] or bitterness when people become the only ones convinced of

their own high merit.

The motivation for self-assessment can be seen as contradicting self-enhancement. Indeed,

self-assessment removes the protection against negative feedbacks in order to get an unbiased

and accurate self-perception. There is thus a tension between both motivations as, in principle,

an accurate self-assessment should remove the positive bias from self-enhancement.

This work suggests that, when the sensitivity to feedbacks decreases as the self-evaluation

increases, the self-assessment process, though removing protections against negative feed-

backs, also generates a positive bias. Consider situations where the feedbacks fluctuate around

an fixed average value, at least for a while. These situations seem indeed more likely in every-

day life than series of feedbacks of alternating intensities. As shown at the beginning of the

“Material and methods” section, in these situations, the decreasing sensitivity to feedbacks

implies an average self-evaluation that is slightly higher than the average feedback. Then, in

some cases, this higher self-evaluation influences the average feedback after a while. If the aver-

age feedback increases, then the average self-evaluation increases again, and so on. However, if

the average feedback significantly decreases, then the self-evaluation adapts and decreases as

well (though remaining slightly higher than the new average). Therefore, the bias from

decreasing sensitivity pushes the subject forward, in a cautious and adaptive way.

Moreover, the bias from decreasing sensitivity is more likely to take place when people

accumulate many feedbacks. Indeed, as the bias is an average, it is likely to be wrongly appreci-

ated on a low number of feedbacks. Therefore, active and daring people who are eager to accu-

mulate experiences benefit from it more regularly. In comparison, a significant bias from self-

enhancement can appear by dismissing a small number of negative feedbacks and the self-

overestimation may then remain more or less stable, even if the average feedback decreases.

Let us illustrate these remarks with an example. Tennis players of a given level tend to loose

against players of superior level and win against ones of inferior level. Assuming that their sen-

sitivity to wins and losses and to successes and failures of their shots decreases with their self-

evaluation, the players are subject to the positive bias from decreasing sensitivity. If their moti-

vation of self-assessment is very high and they self-evaluate without self-enhancement (i.e. giv-

ing the same weight to successes and failures in their shots and their matches) they tend to

self-evaluate a bit higher than their actual level. This slight surplus of confidence is likely to

help them win tight matches against opponents of similar level because they are likely to

remain positive in difficult situations and take reasonable risks. These wins actually increase

slightly their level. Hence, their self-evaluation is likely to increase as well, and so on. However,

if their self-evaluation raises too much, the players are likely to experience more frequent losses

against players that they consider inferior and they will decrease their self-evaluation accord-

ingly (still keeping it a bit higher than their average level).

By contrast, players who self-evaluate with self-enhancement tend to overestimate their

level even if they do not play much, because they blame external conditions (the racket, the
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balls, the wind, the public. . .) for their failures. Then, they often poorly adjust their game dur-

ing matches, because they overestimate their own shots and underestimate the ones of their

opponents. Moreover, their inability to adjust their self-evaluation from even more losses

increases the discrepancy.

This example considers the theoretical case of a player succeeding to remove any self-

enhancement bias. However, our experiment suggests that in most cases, the bias from sensi-

tivity only marginally modifies a significantly bigger self-enhancement bias. The conclusion is

therefore normative: self-assessing as honestly as possible, removing any self-enhancement or

self-derogation, is a recommended goal because the bias from sensitivity provides a small

over-estimation that helps being positive and active without taking disproportionate risks.

This conclusion complements previous research about “optimal self-esteem” [44], which dis-

tinguishes between fragile and secure self-esteem and advocates for unbiased processing in

order to reach authenticity. Indeed, our work suggests that the effort for unbiased processing

makes more relevant the slight supplement of positive self-evaluation generated by the

decrease of sensitivity to feedbacks.

Limitations and future challenges

A major limitation of the experiment is the small size of data obtained from each participant.

Indeed, the sensitivity to feedback may vary significantly with the participants and computing

average sensitivity functions in sets of participants hides this variety. Ideally, the experiment

should collect a much larger number of triples (self-evaluation, feedback, change in self-evalu-

ation) from each participant in order to derive significant individual models of sensitivity to

feedbacks. Moreover, in the experiment, we constrained the self-evaluations to be between the

previous self-evaluation and the feedback. We underlined that this restriction does not con-

strain the change of sensitivity when the self-evaluation varies, therefore, as we find a decrease

of this sensitivity when self-evaluation increases with the restriction, we should also find it

without the restriction. Nevertheless, it would be important to check this assumption by repli-

cating the experiment without the restriction on the self-evaluations. This would certainly

require a larger sample to cope with more noisy data.

A second limitation worth mentioning relates to the detection of the sensitivity bias itself.

Indeed, its detection in a very specific experiment says nothing about its potential role in daily

life. Actually, our measures suggest that the sensitivity bias might generally be too dominated

by self-enhancement or self-derogation biases to show an independent effect. Moreover, the

agent based model simulations suggest that the sensitivity bias has a significant effect only on

the long term. In this case again, long series of data could provide more information on the

potential effect of this bias.

The setting of our experiment is clearly inadequate for collecting long series of individual

data as the attention and motivation of participants already drop at the fourth time step.

Designing a completely different experiment, that would provide long term individual data, is

a serious challenge. Large scale long lasting game experiment on the internet, like for instance

the one reported in [45], could offer new means to address this issue.

Finally, it seems noticeable that our main result, the existence of a bias from sensitivity to

feedbacks, originates in theoretical agent simulations. This bias was indeed identified because

its effects were easily observed in long lasting simulations, involving millions of virtual interac-

tions. We could then detect its much smaller effect on short simulations, that we had initially

overlooked. Similarly, it seems almost impossible to observe this bias in real life without look-

ing for it with specific computations on data from a specific experiment. This is a case,
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common in physics but not so much in social sciences, of an initially purely theoretical concept

whose existence is confirmed experimentally.

A second case of theoretical bias could be experimentally confirmed in the near future.

Indeed, the theoretical work on the agent model identifies a second bias from the decreasing sen-

sitivity to feedbacks, a negative bias on the evaluation of others [20, 21]. This bias has also not

been observed yet and designing a new experiment to detect it is another serious challenge. The

experiment reported in this paper seems an interesting starting point to take up this challenge.
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